The Tree Saga…I’ll Never Get New Golf Clubs
Oak Tree Down…What a Mess!
The electricity went off as I was drinking my coffee at 7:00AM on July 13, 2017.
That happens occasionally so I kept reading my newspaper. A few minutes later
next door neighbor Sandy called to ask if I had seen what happened. I hadn't heard
or seen anything that might result in a loss of power. She told me to look in my
front yard. I did. Wow! A 120 foot, five feet in diameter, Oak tree had gone down,
over the road, taking power lines and telephone poles as it fell. I started out to the
road to observe when a fireman yelled at me to stay away as the wet ground might
be conducting electricity endangering me. Things were a mess…but already there
were trucks, police cars, emergency vehicles and observers on site.
Before long, there were four or five
Davey Tree Expert trucks and eight
to ten workers on site to remove the
portion of the tree on the road. Four
or five Ohio Edison trucks and
another seven or eight workers
arriving to shut off the power and
unentangle electrical, cable and
telephone wires. Two telephone
poles had been taken to the ground
by the fallen tree, adding to the
mess. The Ohio Edison supervisor
told me that when the central pole
had fallen it had dislodged the
transformer, dropping it to the
ground. This resulted in 15 gallons
of PCB’s being spilled so the
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) was notified. The EPA
immediately sent eight workers to
commence efforts of curtailing the
dispersement of the PCB’s into our
ravine, and subsequently, into our
lake.
An additional problem was identified by Ohio Edison. It seems that when the pole
hosting the transformer was damaged, our personal underground connection was

dislodged and would need to be repaired and reconnected by a private electrical
group specializing in this type of work. They were called and using a bucket truck,
five men worked five hours to complete
the repair ($2K).
By 9:00, eight workers from the EPA were
on site laying down absorbent materials to
collect the PCB’s. By noon, Davey Tree
had removed the portion of the tree
covering the road. By 3:00, Ohio Edison
had replaced two telephone poles with new
ones. By 5:00, our personal underground
wiring connection had been replaced and
Ohio Edison had reactivated our, and our
neighbor’s, power. Remaining….tangles of
wires belonging to cable and telephone companies, eighty feet of tree in my and
my neighbor’s yards, the need to remove wires from old poles and transferring
them to the new poles..and a platoon of EPA workers who by this time had put a
boom into our lake and lined the road and our ravine with absorbent tubes.
By the next morning from inside the house, I could not tell that anything was
different. But outside, it was still a big mess, with six to eight EPA workers
removing top soil from my back
yard…an effort that would continue
for five days from seven in the
morning until it was dark at night.
After the initial grooves cut into our
backyard, four dumpsters of top soil
were removed to insure no PCB’s
made it to the lake.
Meantime, I had contacted several tree
removal companies to get estimates
($2-3K) for the removal of the tree in
my front yard and the top of the tree
from my neighbor’s yard. I was told
by one insurance person that the tree remains in my neighbor’s yard was their
problem, but that is not the kind of neighbor I will ever be…so, add it to my bill.

They Tell Me Another Tree Might Hit Our House
I decided to have several other large trees in our ravine accessed as a couple large
trees seemed to aimed at our house! Although I had had this done ten years ago
and was told that the largest trees would be still standing long after I was gone, the
report now indicated that the one hundred twenty foot, five foot in diameter tree
was now problematic and was in danger of falling toward our house. Apparently,
when told that the tree would be still standing long after I “was gone,” was not the
operative phrase any longer. Either the tree, rooted into the side of our ravine had
been compromised by years of water flowing over it’s roots, or, the arborist had
underestimated how long I might “be around.”
I commenced getting estimates and immediately saw that I was in trouble with
regard to new golf clubs!! Estimates ranged from $6000 to $9600 and the
explanation of how this removal was to be accomplished varied more than I had
anticipated…from, “We’ll drop the tree in the ravine and pull it out piece by piece
the one hundred yards to the street” to “We’ll need a large industrial crane and
several other trees will need to be removed to be able to reach The Tree. After
much debate…Ruth said, “We’ve had a great life…let’s take our chances.” Our
insurance company said,“ We can’t help with the removal, but if the tree crushes
your house, we’ll pay for the reconstruction.” We decided to go with the more
expensive plan as I didn’t want to get into a fight with with a private contractor in
case they dropped a twenty foot section of a five foot in diameter tree as they were
passing over our house! Davey Tree Expert Company got the job…and also agreed
to remove the unsightly tree stump, that an earlier contractor was unable to
remove, from our ravine.

The Big Tree Day
At 8:00 AM on November 1, a massive eighteen wheeled crane arrived on the
street in front of our home. The crane was needed to reach the upper branches of
our tree and had been leased from Leimeister Crane Company. Next, a Davey Tree
Expert Company bucket truck arrived, accompanied by a huge chipper and chip
truck. When I say huge, I mean a chipper that grinds up 24 inch limbs with no

problem. The bucket truck drove to the top of our driveway and commenced
denuding the tops of several ninety foot, 24 inch in diameter trees in the way of the
work that a needed to be done on the larger tree.
After the smaller trees were removed, the large crane swung a man to the top of the
big tree and he commenced
removing smaller branches and
finally larger chunks of the trunk.

The large chunks were loaded on a truck
and taken away.
The whole process was completed at 5:00PM! The workers raked the yard and
other than some minor ground cover damage, you would not know that this crew
had been there! Good work guys! Now,

we can sleep during big wind storms! If
you chose to live in a woods, I guess you should entertain the possibility that a
limb or tree might hit your home.

Good News!
John Martin, Registered Arborist and project coordinator for Dave Tree Expert
Company told me that if the cost of completing our job was lower than estimated,
he would lower the final bill accordingly. Several days after the work was finished,
John dropped by the house to tell us that the cost was, in fact lower, and that our
bill would be a little over $1600 less!!! What a company! What an honest
businessman! Thanks John Martin and Davey Tree Expert Company.

Postscript: Turning Lemons Into Lemonade
What to do with the stumps? Ruth and I decided we would find a wood carver to
turn the two stumps into 1) a totem pole and 2) a Native American Portaging His
Canoe from our lake up the side of our ravine (the latter carving was the idea of the
artist). We found just the right artist for the job…Joe Frohnapfel, from Stow, Ohio.
The story/pictures of our two new carvings (chain saw art) can be found on my
website under Stories by DrGlenn entitled: Wood Carvings: Turning Lemons
Into Lemonade.
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